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Dynamics 365 Legacy Web

Quantifying the value of

Digital Transformation with

Client Being Deprecated

collaboration with Teams

Microsoft

NEALABC would like to
remind Dynamics365 users
that the legacy web client,
process dialogs and task flows
currently being used today

Employees save four hours
each week with improved
collaboration and information
sharing, according to
Forrester’s Total Economic

Where do you see your
business in 5 years?
Technology is being used to
transform every industry.

HOW MIGRATING TO AZURE IS
MODERNIZING JB HUNT
JB Hunt is reinventing its enterprise by
migrating to the Azure cloud, which is helping
the company manage 18 billion integration
points and 8 billion transactions over the next
3-5 years.
Click here to read the whole story
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Tips on surviving Groundhog Day
February 2, the annual celebration surrounding
Punxsutawney Phil and his emergence from his home on
Gobbler’s Knob to grace us with news of how many more
weeks of winter there is to be. If Phil sees his shadow and
returns to his hole, then the prediction is six more weeks of
winter. If not shadow, then our favorite groundhog predicts
an “early” spring.

“what’s the
definition of
insanity?”

R e a d th e w h ol e s t or y h e r e

FEBRUARY BLOG
CATCHING YOUR SECOND WIND
By Dave Neal

I was out jogging this morning, before it gets too hot in the Phoenix desert.
Although I’m in reasonable shape, invariably the first quarter mile or so is a real effort. If feels like
my body is rebelling against the whole running process. I begin to wonder if this is doing me any
good.
Perhaps I should stop and eliminate the pain, heck I can’t remember why I’m doing this anyway!
But then, in the second quarter mile something happens, I start to get my “second wind”, my body
seems to be getting in sync, the pain goes away and breathing levels out and the harmony of a
good run takes over.
R e a d th e w h ol e bl o g he r e
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